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anonymous synodal constitutions, on the other hand, include
several decrees not really applicable to diocesan admini-
stration, such as those concerning the method of election
and privileges granted to religious in times of interdict.
In all other issues there are large gaps, certain decrees being
constantly and almost universally repeated while others
never appear again. Another feature of the republication
of decrees of the General Council is that in many cases
they were augmented and developed in order to adapt them
to local conditions.
Consequently it is not always easy to detect the influence
of the decrees.   Main principles are clothed in localized
and particular detail.  When, however, the authority of the
Council was actually cited, the occasion is mentioned in
the footnotes.   Reverting to our original divisions of the
Lateran Decrees, those contained in the first section under
the heading of Secular Affairs do not often appear in the
diocesan publications.  There are various references to
the presentation of fit persons to vacant benefices by
patrons,1 and a few to the forfeiture of patronage by the
murder of clerks.*  The Council of Scotland, the £ Synodal
Constitutions', and M. William of Blois forbid imposts
to be laid on churches by laymen,3 and the forbidding of
alienations is quite a common clause.   Again, a few, among ^
them the Canons of the Council of Oxford, repeat some of
the decrees against Jews, insisting on their wearing dis-
tinctive clothing4 or an identification mark. In some issues
the Jews are threatened with a boycott if they molest
Christians5 and Christians are forbidden to hold positions
of subordination under Jews;  the mixing of Jews and
Christians is also forbidden,
Of the decrees concerning dogma the Profession of Faith
is mentioned only by M. Richard le Poore who quotes it
in full in the fourth clause of his Constitutions, by the
c Synodal Constitutions' which quote the first part, and by
Walter Kirkham who orders archdeacons to instruct the
1 M. Richard le Poore and the * Synodal Constitutions * quote the Lateran
Council.
* M.Richard lePoore; the 'Synodal Constitutions'; M. Edmund of Abingdon.
3	Council of Scotland $ * Synodal Constitutions *.
4	Council of Oxford; M. Roger Niger.	-        s M. William of Blois.

